ADDENDUM NO. 1
University of Nebraska at Kearney
March 9, 2018
Request for Proposals #18-02
Furniture for Nebraskan Student Union

The following questions and corresponding responses and/or clarifications relate to the Request for Proposal #18-02 “Furniture for Nebraskan Student Union” for the University of Nebraska at Kearney, that is scheduled for public receipt on March 15, 2018 at 2:00 PM Local Time.

NOTE: THIS IS ADDENDA: 1 OF 1

1. Question: What areas are you looking to furnish? Everything with orange furniture representations? (Lobby, Corridor, Food Court, Meeting Rooms, etc.)
   Answer: Yes, all areas with orange furniture are included.

2. Question: If yes to questions #1, does this include what appears to be fixed seating in the Cedar Room?
   Answer: Cedar room is included and all furniture should be moveable.

3. Question: Will any of the seating be fixed seating?
   Answer: No.

4. Question: Would you like a mix of low, high & ADA height tables?
   Answer: Provide solutions that optimize the space and remain ADA compliant.

5. Question: How will the different spaces be used? (eating, study/collaboration, social)
   Answer: Room 151: collaboration/meeting room
   Room 160: social/study
   Room 132: meeting
   Room 135: presentation with slim tables (open to suggestions)
   Lobby 101: social
   Room 158/Corridor 143: eating

6. Question: How close will a truck delivering product be able to get to the building?
   Answer: Within 275’ of the south central entrance.

7. Question: Will there be elevator access?
   Answer: Elevator is unnecessary. Furniture will be loaded directly into the main floor.
8. **Question:** Is there a prevailing wage on campus that must be followed?
   
   **Answer:** No.

9. **Question:** The RFP does not specifically ask for a price quote. Are you seeking pricing in addition to product specs?
   
   **Answer:** Include pricing total by area and line item. Will be evaluated as part of Exhibit A.

10. **Question:** Are you seeking 2 or 3D renderings of the Student Union with company products in place?
    
    **Answer:** Optional.

11. **Question:** In the area with the table that seats 8 and has two additional tables that seat two, what are the other three representations?
    
    **Answer:** Question references corridor 143. Designated as a seating area with eating/workspace for students. Please provide a solution to optimize the space.

12. **Question:** Do we provide waste removal?
    
    **Answer:** The vendor is responsible for waste removal.

13. **Question:** Is there a lift gate required? Is there a loading doc?
    
    **Answer:** Yes or truck ramps. No loading dock is available.